Notice to Withdraw Rulemaking and Immediately Refile

The Department of Ecology (Ecology) is withdrawing its notice of rulemaking (Preproposal Statement of Inquiry CR 101 form) filed February 6, 2017, AO #16-09, WSR 17-05-021 and immediately filing a new Preproposal Statement of Inquiry for this rulemaking.

Ecology proposed to amend Chapter 173-455 WAC - Air Quality Fee Rule, and Chapter 173-400 WAC - General Regulations for Air Pollution Sources. The Air Quality Fee Rule consolidates most of the air quality related fees into one chapter so the regulated community can easily find what fees they may need to pay. The General Regulations for Air Pollution Sources establishes the regulatory framework to ensure healthy air quality in Washington and meet federal air quality standards.

As we prepared to propose rule amendments we realized we were changing the structure of the registration program without clearly identifying this as a purpose in our original notice of rulemaking. Therefore, Ecology is withdrawing our original notice of rulemaking and immediately refiling a notice of rulemaking, including the original topics identified and expanding the scope to include this action.

For more information, contact Jean-Paul Huys at (360) 407-6827 or jean-paul.huys@ecy.wa.gov.